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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 15, 1956

IN OUR 77th YEAR

DRINKING WATER AT A PREMIUM IN PORT SAID

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXV11 No. 272

its Dny"PapeClrass. The Will To Win To Decide
t:oach Holland t,,usrora
Outcome Of Game On Saturday
Gives Schedule
For Cage Play
The class of Dalton Vaughn
at Aurora School visited the
Ledger and Times yesterday to
see how the paper is put out
each day.
The closs of about nineteen
seventh 'and. eighth grade students' were shown through the
daily paper and view each department in operation.
Vaughn, is the. son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. O. Vaughn of Murray
route two.
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"What is Thanksgiving with- Murray handed Grove in the revision of the game are listed
under control early today.
houses in the immediate area
the Murray Woman's Club re- We didn't want to be extravaBlazes on South Park Hill, although within a mile residential out the Murray -.Paris football final year of the turkey series. as follows from fans of all ages
award.
ceived the gecorsd
gant, you know."
At any rate, people were will- including many former players.
south of Louisville near the Jef- districts became quite thick.
. game" That seems to be the
Mrs. Joe Brandon of Benton,
Todd, 48. is twice the age of
unamious conclusion of m' o s t ing to understand Grove's posi- Not one of the many questioned
ferson-Bullitt county line, were
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If fandom has ever maintained like Murray, have been availa- like to see it revived; its a wonwere reported late Wednesday.
extended a very cordial invita- last month.
Southwest Itentucky — Cloudy any emotional tranquillity over ble to flavor the Thanksgiving derful thing." Ed Griffin, "I'm
H. W.Bereirmna, assistant state
tion 'to the First District to
windy and mild today with ocdirector of forestry, termed the casional showers. Cooler tonight, an • athletic fued between two menu for fans in both sections all in favor, it Seems good relahold their next meeting in Murray. The invitation was very
situation there "critical" end said with showers continuing Cloudy schools this is an example. Ever of the Bluegrass and the Volun- tions for the two states." Brigham Futrell. "Should have the
graciously accedted.
a call for volunteer fire fighters and colder Friday with a chance since the turkey day game was teer states.
The Tigers finished the season game." Gus Gamble, -It means
dissolved between the two schools
Other ladies from Murray atbrought little response.
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of snow flurries. High today 85
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because of conflicts within the this year on November 9. The mare money for the schools."
tending this meeting as delegates
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70. low tonight 40 to 45.
your daily Ledger and
In the next Senate will be
Paris school's conference, par- Tennesseans normally finish ear- Lowell Palmer, "Would like to
and alternates were: Mesdames
THIEVES LUG CROSS AWAY
High Friday 45 to 50.
Theodore Orem (above), 84Times
Marvin Wrather. lr• T. Doran,
tisans in both cities have seem- lier, but today are playing in the see it start again, because it afyear-old Rhode Island DemoC. C. Farmer, Clarence RohwedExchange Bowl in Jackson — fords better relations between
MEXICO CITY ftfl — police
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: ingly howled.
crat., Green will -replace Senader. H. C. Corn, Ronald Churchhave blamed
it on pittied against the only team to the two schools as well as beMarty
today searched for the strong Louisville 80. Lexington 53, Pator Walter George of Georgia,
ill. Jack Kennedy. Charles Clark.
thieves who stole a steel cross ducah 81, Bowling Green 58, everything from the weather to defeat them this season. But still tween the cities and states."
who 'did not run for re-election.
G. B. Scott, Robert Mason. John
111.11 Hamrick. former player,
weighing half a tOn from the Covington 58. London 47 and vicious tackling that laid several that is one week before Thanksby 7:00 p.m.
Green Is the Senate's oldest
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"In favor for I cannot forget the
players out ten years ago or giving day.
top of 17,400-foot, snow-capped Hopkinsville 82.
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member. A
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Comments about a possible
upon the lop sided lacing that
I
(Contlued on Seek Page)
Mt. Iztaccihuatl.
Evansville, Ind., 84.
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the SurprySei /Qackagaiof97

Like surprises? You've got one coming in Pontiac for
'57! It's completely new.. . from power to personality
fresh set
. . .so advanced it's handed the industry a whole
ideas!
ng
of styling and engineeri
Here's where you'll find all the big-time changes in looks,
ride, handling, performance. There's an exciting new
expression of vigor, alertness and luxury in styling. There's
the
a new ease and confidence at the wheel as you pilot
even
tops
that
plant
power
d—a
develope
greatest V-8 ever
last year's Strato-Streak which set 50 world records and
bested all eights in miles per gallon!
And to prove it all, evert feature of this great newcomer has
been refined and perfected in the world's most exhausting
road test —Pontiac's grueling 100,000-Mile Marathon
No wonder they're calling Pontiac the Surprise Package
of the Year! Come in and drive it. You'll know in a single
mile that it's America's No. 1 Road Car!

OVER 6 DOZEN "FIRSTS" INCLUDING
Pontiac. Exclusive—
longer and lower than ever before—'57's most distinctive styling.

Stair Plight Doily Design—a

4Ni-the-Shoulder"
New Interior Otylingr.-the'
Look — a fashion "first" for '57— perfectly color

matched with the exterior.
h.p. in Star
Chief and Super Chief, 252 h.p. in the Chieftain
when teamed with Strato-Plight Hydra-Matic, an
extra-cost option.

New *tratea-Strisak t-ta intturInce-270

ride sensation
of the year —a new suspension system based on a
big, road•hugging 124- or 122-inch wheelbase.

Cloud-Zion Level-Line illninit—the

Three Popsoler.PrIced serio*—
Star Chief • Super Chief • Chieftain

Car at Thole Paritiaa Dealers'
See America's Number CI Pload

Brims THE FIRE in North Bergen, N. J. is the radio tower an
i1 down on the 6a-apartment
airplane stinek before it craiili,
bcktlng * is feared the tower may topple. with possible toss
(bitty national eyundidioto
way.
ng Is undez
uf lar. Dismantli.
. .

MAIN STREET MOTORS
scheduled to be part of
FIRST COifTINGINT of Colombian troops
in Naples. Italy,
the L'N polite task force in Egypt depianes
(fete/National Radiophoto).
after flight from Bogota.
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4-H MEMBERS WIN
IrRIPS TO CHICAGO

‘N

oo

•

Seventeen boys and 11 girls
who rated tops in the past year
in various 4-H club projects in
the state have been awarded
expense-free educational trips to
Chicago and the National 4-H
Club Congress Nov. 25 to 29.
They are:
Frank Burkett, Pulaski County,
chievement; Francis Walker
homas. Hardi n, agriculture;
June Story. Marshall, canning;
Betty Ann Foley, Bath, clothing;
James H. Smith, Warren, dairy;
Sue Ball, Campbell, dress revue;
Parker Ray Blevins. Wayne, electric; Bob Rummel. Oldham, entomology; Jimmy Dampier, Bourbon. tobacco.
Jane Elkin, Warren, food preparation; arry Edward Warfield,
4Vhitley, forestry; Georgia Ann
. Walker. Warren, frozen foods;

BSI Kenneth Gilliam, Pike, garden; Hale Stinnett, Hopkin s,
home economics; Cecile Bates,
Wayne, home improvement; Doris
Smith, Warren girls' leadership;
Chappel Wilson, Trig g, boys'
leadership; Jerome Curry, Madison, poultry. •
Martha Ann Hurt, Mercer, recreation; Janet Weiss, Bracken,
safety; Robert Dale Johnson, Hardin, tractor; Phyllis McKinney,
McCracken, housekeeping; David
Lyle, Christian, beef; Jerry Westerfield, Ohio, swine; Foster
Haunz, Oldham, farm labor,
Mendell Howard, Todd, sheep;
Vaughn Porter, Elliott, corn, and
Michael Shoulta, McCracken, soil
conservation.
Accompanying the young people will be Boyd E. Wheeler, acting state leader of 4-H wrok,
and staff members Miss Sally
Neell, Miss Margaret Gulley, and
G. J. McKinney.

Pillsbury Creamy Fudge

raz.

37c
1
1

ASPARAGUS

GARDEN PEAS

'
3 39c

10c
can 29c
qt. 27c
pt. 19c

Brooks

19c

-CREAM STYLE CORN

19c

19c

FRENCH DRESSING
Diamond

2 pkgs. 25c
roll 15c

PAPER NAPKINS
PAPER TOWELS

New! Kraft
Marshmallows

elfiei Into a -,mouth-v.;.1t,,ing.
C

Your

.

twat

Toertv
ON SALE AT YOUR

GETABLEs

CARROTS
CHASE & SANBORN $1.29
LETTUCE
27c
MAXWELL HOUSE . . 99c
CELERY
SPICED.
CRANBERRIES
DESSERTS
2can
1
2/
Fk
.
RADISHES
GRAPEFRUIT
FRUITTRIKTAIL
C
COCOANUTS
17 oz.can
CHESTNUTS
•Perfect for
desserts,
salads

6-oz. jar

Instant

ICE CREAM

1-lb. can

Bunch 1

19
10c
19c

Head

Recipes on
Every Bog

Stalk

ROYAL

Lb

39c

Bunch

25c

5
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.
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46-o24 elk
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Ryan Milk Co.
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Pride of Illinois

Vac Pac

61c

TOMATO CATSUP

21/2 Can

••

17C

Can

35C

COFFEE

LEADING
111 • BISCUIT
AVAILABLE HERE

RIPE OLIVES
DILL PICKLES
SWEET PICKLES -

WHOLE KERNEL CORN
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STUFFED OLIVES

GREEN BEANS

GREEN BEANS

NOODLES

rt
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Niblett
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Blue Lake
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OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY SAUCE . . 19c •

1
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CAKE FROSTING

59c
49c
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31c

CAPONS
lb.
KREY HAMS
PICNIC HAMS lb.
Poultry Stuffing
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1
2/

SWEET POTATOES

CAKE'MIX
2 boxes 49
Rinsian team lines up for bole/lig of Mummer and sickle flag. ;
PHOTOS SHOW scenes In Heidelberg, a suburb of Melbourne, as
Olympic Village begins to fill with athletes waiting for Mart of
the international competition Nov. 22.(haersational BotaalplootesA
-
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the First Methodist church held its regular
meeting at the educational building on Monday. November 12,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Rob Mason was in charge
of the prove= on the theme.
"Our Educational Institut ions."
Miss Ruth Sefton, Mrs. Jack
Frost, and Mrs C. B. Ford discussed the centers of training
and what results they get from
them.
Special music was by Mrs.
Howard Olila who sang "Say
A Little Prayer" accompanied
by Mrs. John Winters. Mrs.
Huron Jeffrey led in prayer.
The peeing song was "Jesus
Calls Us" with Miss Frances
Seethe accoprnanying the group
on the piano. Mrs. Matt Sparkman, chairman of the circle,
presided at the meeting.
Visitors were Mrs.! Hank Purdom. Mrs. John Winters. and
Mrs. Paul T. Lyles.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses who were Mrs.
John Whitnell, Mrs. Elliott Wear,
Miss Lottye Suiter, and Mrs.
Jack Frost.
••••
Deaths from tuberculosis in
Kentucky were reduced from
526 117.9 per 100,000 population)
in 1954 to 463 (15.7 per 100.000
population) last year. This is a
reduction of 12 per cent, but
TB is still the leading killer
among communicable diseases.
Buy and use Christmas Seals.

Thursday, November 15
The Horne Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two-thirty
o'clock.
• •••
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Obid Burkeen at one o'clock.
••••
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Cantrell Jones at one o'clock.
••• •
Friday, November 16th
The Magazine Club will meet
with Mrs. Mary Brown at twothirty in the parlor of College
Presbyterian church.

The New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Miss Mary Montgomery at one
o'clock.
• •• •
The Winsome Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at seventhirty o'clock.
Saturday. November 17
A rummage and bake sale
will be held in the building
across from the Post Office beginning at eight o'clock by the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls.

••••
Monday, November 19
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
lElmo Boyd at one-thirty o'clock.
•.• •
Tuesday, November 20
Circle III of the WSCS of
Mrs. Ira Fox was hostess for , First Methodist church will meet
the meeting of Circle II of the ! with Mrs. Robert Etherton at
Woman's Missionary Society of two-thirty o'clock. Mrs.. J. T.
the First Baptist church held ! Sammons will be the program
on Tuesday, November* 13, at I leader.
two-thirty o'clock in the afternoon at her home.
Circle II of the WSCS of First
The program chairman for the Methodist church will meet with
circle, Miss Bettie Thornton, was Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Olive Blvd.,
in charge of the special pro- at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. Mary
gram on "Prayer" and was as- Alexander has charge of the
sisted by Mrs. 0. C. Wells and program.
Mrs. E. C. Parker.
••••
Mrs. Fox, chairman, presided
Circle I of the WSCS of First
at the meeting.
Methodist church will meet at
A dessert course was served the home of Mrs. Luther Robertby Mrs. Fox to the following: son, Olive Blvd., at two-thirty
Mrs. Wells, Mrs. Parker. Miss
o'clock.
Thornton, Mrs. Wavel Outland.
• • •
Mrs. Brnie Miller and one guest,
Mrs. C. A. Bucy. Sr.

Mrs. Fox Hostess
For Meeting Of
Circle II WMS

For Circle Meet
Mrs. Edgar Pride opened her
home on South Fifteenth street
for the meeting of Circle VII
of the Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist church
held on Tuesday. November 13,
St two-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon.

Help The

Jaycees Xmas Charity Eqnd,
BUY A FRUIT CAKE!!

••••
Circle I, Woman's
Missionary Society
Meets Tuesday

The home of Mrs. E. D. Johnston on Main Street was the
scene of the meeting of Circle
I of the Woman's Missionary
Society of the First Baptist church held on Tuesday, Noy ember
.13, at two-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon.
"What Can I Do for the World
Mission Enterprise?" was the
theme of the program presented
with Mrs. Noel Melugin and
Mrs. Jack Kennedy in charge.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Eugene
Hicks of Hazel Route Three are
the parents of a son, Michael
Eugene, weighing seven pounds,
61-2 ounces, born on Monday,
November 5, at the Murray
Hospital.
• • • •

THREE-POUND CAKES SUCED and
READY TO EAT
— 75% FRUITS AND NUTS —

3pounds for $325
BUY ONE WHEN A JAYCEE CALLS AT YOUR
DOOR or PHONE YOUR ORDER TO 25 or
1676-J

THANKS

The Murray Jaycee's
SET YOUR
HOLIDAY TABLE
WITH

LOS ANGELE UP - A bandit'
robbed a Japanese import and
curio store Tuesday directly across
the street from the city's new
police building which houses 1,5- '
oo policemen.
JOHN GUNDERSON, 33, Is removed to an ambulance after the
car he was driving was involved
in an accident near Central Islip,
N. Y., with another auto and
horse-drawn wagon carrying 49
Brownies on a hayride. All of
the girls were injured, three seriously enough to be hospitalized. Adults injured along with
Gunderson were the hayrack
driver and a passenger in the
I other automobile (Internationat)

AWAITING 'COPIER SERVICE

big hit, but it is really not
as a piece of writing and
heavily on the talents and
larity of its star, Rosalind
sell.

much
leans
popuRuss-

"Too Late the Phalarope" was
a dull dramtic effort and closes
tonight after 96 performances.
"The Loud Red Patrick" stays
on as a modest comedy. Four
other American plays closed the
week they opened because that
was the fate they deserved.

for the past month.
There is no doubt that this
play. written in 1940 but
made public this year, ranks With
ths very best of O'Neill's numer'e
works,'-and there are those
oils
who already hail it as his best.
At any rate the prize givers won't
have much of a problem next
spring.
Day's Journey Into
"Long
Night" is a frankly autobiographical work involving O'Neill at
the age 23, his famous actorfather, his mother and his elder
brother. It is a devastatingly
dramatic dissection of a family
personalities and problems which
include miserliness, tuberculosis,
narcotics addiction, heavy drinking, and two grown sons who
seem bound to end up as ne'erdo-wells.
Runs Extra Long
Fedric March, Florence Eldridge, Jason Robards Jr. and
Bradford Dittman Illuminate the
three hours and 20 minutes of
this nerve-wracking drama of
ingled love and hate with brilant performances.
The O'Neill play makes up for
ely mediocre American con'butions to the season so far.
St week's "Auntie Mame" is a

Meanwhile the British have
been flying high. The Old Vic
Company already has offered
three of the four plays in its
local repertory schedule-"Richard
II," "Romeo and Juliet," "Macbeth"-and deserves to do well,
as it is. Terence Rattigan's "Separate Tables" is a big hit, sad
ernard Shaw's "The Apple Cart"
lied "Major Barbara" have been
hailed in revival. It must 'be
pointed out, however, that these
last two are made-on-Broadway
productions.
Evening Performances Only
"Long Day's Journey
Into
Night" is played six evenings a
week at the Helen Hayes Theater.
Because of its length, there are
no matinees and performances
start at 7:30 p.m. There. are two
regular intermissions; no dinner
recesses as there have been for
three longer O'Neill plays in
the past.

LAST TIMES TONIGHT—

ROBERT RYAN en "BACK FROM
ETERNITY"
with ROD ,frrElIGER

FRIDP Y& SATURDAY

.143 DOUBLE FEATURE!

Kx. Lake Oil

company
6:A.

152
Fuel Tatars Available

We want to thank our many customers for your appreciated business for the past years. We know of no better
way to say "THANK YOU" than to give you some real
buys on MEN, WOMEN,and CHILDREN SHOES from
Nationally Advertised Brands.
We. have our sale shoes conveniently displayed with red tags with
j: -Ice and size on each pair for your easy shopping.
Our Best Buys Are Not Listed In This Ad — So Hurry To This
SALE!
BIG ANNIVERSAR

WOMEN'S DRESS
'HEELS
$3.95 to $5.95

this

$199Ped.

ss!

11

SUEDE and LEATHER
Sale Price
Women's Crepe Sole

DINNER-FOR -EIGHT SERVICE

only

American
Theatre Has
TopProduction

S.

6

Mix
with

quently responsible for hunting
fatalities are: hunters walking
Into the line of fire or being
mistaken for game; accidental
firing of a loaded gun due to
a trip or stumble, or handling
the piece carelessly.
The guns of companions posed
a greater threat then those of
other hunters. In the insurance
company's experience for 1953

accidents was at ages 15-19,
with ages 10-14 following close
behind. Although the death rates
during adult life were appreciably lower, every age period
contributes to the toll of lives
It is pointed out by the statis- lost, the statisticians note.
ticians, however, that firearm
accidents in and about the home
INGENUITY TRIUMPHS
actually account fa far more
fatalities than hunting. Carelessness is a major factor in causing
.— A sherDEKALN Miss. el
these fatal mishaps.
iff's ingenuity triumphed over
"Many people own and use legal obstacles preventing him
firearms safely," the statisticians from dumping 2,272 galon.s of
observe, 'tut many others fail confiscated moonshine into any
to exercise adequate precaution stream (hazard to fish) or on
in handling the weapons and the ground (fire hazard). Since
storing them. Only too often he couldn't keep the liquor eithfirearms are left where young er, he found a cooperative farmchildren can get at them; in- er who let him funnel thee
experienced hunters go afield booze into a sand pit.
without proper supervision, and
even experienced people in moFIRST SANTA APPEARS
ments of excitment or overeagerness forget the caution required in handling guns safely."
TOKYO llf) — Santa Claus
Nearly 90 per cent of all has otten an early start this
firearm accident fatalities are year The first Santa of the
among males, teen-age boys fre- year has appeared here on a
quently being the victims. In street carrying a sign advertising
the insurance experience, the a coffee shop featuring classical
highest death rate from such music.

Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Byerly
and Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Byerly
and daughter. Teresa Carol, have
returned home after a ten days'
visit with relatives and friends
in Detroit and Garden City,
Mich.
••••
James A. Herndon. 314 North
Sixth Street, is in Thayer Veterans Hospital. Nashville, Tenn.,
for treatment. He is in Ward
319 and would appreciate hearing from his friends.
• • •.
Robbery in Police's Backyard

Tuberculosis is costing Americans more than 5600.000.000 a
year. largely in tax dollars. Your
purchase of Christmas Seals now
will help to lower this cost in
the future.

8 EXTRA TEASPOON

The devotion was given by
Mrs. Melugin. Other members
present were Mrs. Ragon Mc:
Daniel, chairman, Mrs. Mavis
Morris, Mrs. R. L. Seaford, and
Mrs. Johnston. Visitors were Mrs.
C. 0. Bondurant and Mrs. Simmons.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
• •••
About one,in five of the 2.25
million U. S.4 patents issued
1899 have been asitometive.

Susan Carol is the name chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Euene Alexander, College Stabon, for their daughter. weigh-1
tag six pounds 61e ounces, born ,
on Monday, November 5, at the !
Murray Hospital
A daughter. Cathy Jean, we,gb.ins seven pounds. was born to I
Mr. and Mrs Billie Gene- Lamb '
of Golden Pond Route One on
Monday. November 5, at the
Murray Hospital.
••••

The highest TB death rate
today is among men over 45
but men and women of all age
groups are afflicted with the
disease. Buy Christmas Seals.

-Mak
YOUIV
CHOW E

NEW YORK, N. Y. — Attention hunters: firearm accidents
reach their peak in November
because of the large 'lumber
of people who go hunting at
that time, warn the statisticians.
A substantial proportion of the
2,200 lives lost in firearm accidents yearly in the United
States result from hunting mishaps. circumstances most fre-

The program chairman, Mrs.
Pride, conducted the program on
the theme, "What Can I Do
for the World Mission Enterprise?" and read the scripture
from "Chronicles 7:14, I Samuel
12:23, Luke 11:1, and Mark 1125."
Others taking part were Mrs.
E. C. Jones, "What Do We Mean
By JACK GAVER
By Praying "in Jesus' name'"?;
United Press Drama Editor
Mrs. Will Rose, -The Day I'd
NEW YORK UP - The AmenLike to Forget"; Mrs. Melas Linn, ctri theater struck a somewhat
"Don't Forget the Men Over- belated but magnificent blow in
seas." Mrs. N. S. Bury led in its own behalf this week with the
prayer.
productionof Eugene O'Neill's
During the social hour rek-.4"Long Day's Journey into Night"
frestunents were served by the after letting the British furnish
hostess.
most of the Broadway excitement

Personals

•• • •

through 1955, three-fifths of all
hunters who lost their lives in
firearm accidents were killed
by the weapons of members of
their own hunting party.

1
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I Firearms Accidents Reach
Their Peak In November

Activities

wiremonle

Mrs. Rob Marto Is
Program Leakier For
Meeting On Monday
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WEDGES
$7.95 Value

MC

now $3.95 & ;4.95

Consisting of 16 Teaspoons (including
Extra Teaspoons Free). 8 Luncheon
Katmai, 11 Luncheon Forks, 8 Salad Forks,
2 Table Spoons. 42 pieces an all'
DRAWER CHEST INCLUDED

FREE OF CHARGE
Choose your ta% Grit* Heirloom power. 1^
this sterimg sersice for IS Use it tomeh:
and pay for it ON ei the nem 12 months OD
OW comeliest pay mesa wren.

•

- MEN'S SHOES
Black Loafeim
All Sizes

$4.95
Other Styles .... 5.95 to 6.95

BOY'S OXFORDS
12v2.6
5.49 value . . now $$3.95

All Sizes and Widths
A Large Selection Of

BOYS BALL SHOES
Black or White only .. $3.98

WOMEN'S CASUALS
and FLATS

CHILDREN'S SHOES

In Suede and Leather
REDUCED FOR THIS SAVE

now $1.98 up

One Group Of
in broken sizes - $4.95 value

•Trademarta of Ometds Ltd.
tStadtoe Holt alsdhtly Wither

LINDSEY'S
Murray,

Mayfield

_

FAMILY

WOUNDED BRITISH souunts lie on stretchers at Port Said, waiting to be helicoptered out a the battle area, A ship rests at
Yete-eetional Radiophoto),a
anchor in backrround.
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Wesident Eisenhower Makes
Proclamation For Thanksgiving

people greatly blessed, both materially and- spiritually, let us
pray this year nen only in' the
spirit of Thankagivin$ but- also
as suppliants fOr God's gekialsas
to the end that we may foliesir
the Course of righteousness and
be worthy of His favor.
EiDwight D. lilNow, there,
senhower, Pres lent of the United States of America, in accordance with the joint resolution of Congrees approved December 26, 1961, Willett delftnate, the fotnoth Thursday in
November of each year as
Thanksgiving Day, do hereby
proclaim Thursday, the twentywoad day of November of this
year, air a day of tational
Thanksgiving. On that day let
all of us, of whatever creedi
foregather in o u r respective
places of worship to give thank.
to God and prayerful contemplahIPTIACI of the tension her
tion to those eternal truth, and
majesty's government Is under
s=
,it
universal principipi ,
her
is evident on the face of
Scriplkitieit''Inch hive
majesty, Queen Elizabeth, as
nettot r true greatness
such meesures
she rides in the state cvach to
has achieved.
as this
in
open her fifth Parliament
It is also fitting at this season And let us, as the beneficiaries
(international)
London.
that we should consider God's of this. greatness, give a good
providence to us throughout our account of our stelvardship by
Tuberculosis, the leading killer entire history. Let us remember helping those in need and by
the Pilgrim fathers who, flee- rendering aid, through our reliamong infectious diseases,'kill
14,796 Americans last year. Yu ing from religious oppression, gious organizations and by other
forbidding means, to the ill, the destitute,
can /help beat TB by buying and landed on a bleak,
shore and began to carve out and the oppressed in foreign
•usi olr Christmas Seals.
what became this great republic lands.
which it is our happy destiny
In witness whereof, I have
to love and serve. For their hereunto set mr hand and caused
their
foresight, their courage, and
the Seal of the United States
idealism let us give thanks to of America to be affixed.
the power which has made and
Done at the City of Washingpreserved us a nation.
ton this twelfth day of NovemHumbly aware that we are a ber in the year of our Lord
114 DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
nineteen hundred and fifty-six,
and of the independence of the
Rupert E. Stivers
United States of America the
REE INSPECTION
D.S.C.
one hundred and eighty-first.
WASHINGTON 6fl — Text of
President Eisenhower's Thanksgiving proclamation:
With the completion of the
cycle of winter and summer,
seed-time and harvest, we come
to the traditional time of
Thanksgiving, when our minds
and hearts turn to Almighty God
in grateful ackonwledgment of
His mercie sthroughout the year.
Let us be grateful that the
foundations of freedom in our
nation grow stronger with each
passing year, giving hope to
fettered peoples that they may
walk as free men unafraid; that
the yield of our soil and the
productioh of our factories have
been abundant, enriching our
lives and enabling us to share
our bounty with less fortunate
ones in other lands; and that
the forces of nature are being
harnessed for peaceful purposesi
bringing limitless possibilities of
comfort and happiness both to
ourselves and to future generations.

TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—

Chiropodist - Foot Specialist
announces that his office will
be
CLOSED THURSDAYS
except by appointreent
beginning Nov. 1st.
Professional Bldg.
5th St. • Ph. XL&
So.
204
Morray, Kyt,,, srwo

Shop now for

tar Ait YOWIEAST FOODS AT KROCER REGULAR IOW PRICES '
,

so*

U.S. GOV'T GRADED

AND OVER
•
74441
./43
MO(

Pint Stds.

2 Ihs• 89c

4 • • * • • • • •• • • • •

Kroger Sugar Cured - 1sCm&
mt
iLAB BACCX4

FILLETS'

Sugar Cured
• •

lb. 25c BEEF, LIVER

• •7.•

•

Lean Meaty

Ott"

will be in Murray the last two weeks of
Novembe r. Anyone desiring information
should contact Mr. Paul Buchanan, City
Street. Commissioner by "Mail Only" at the
City Hall as soon as possible 'giving your address approximate length and width of drive.
You will be contacted by a representative of
our company.

1/4.4rx
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Top Value Stamps
For Wonderful
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Sliced or Piece.' 4:x4k =ov44.1,bVit

• GE BOLOGNA .....

&Ts..•

lb. 39e

valit ' ).:•.
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10
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EAtMOftE

Sauce 303 co
rry
nbe
era
• a.
n 303 can

4

4Ve • s iv4

ctimmitiAss tarn

do your siloPplag 114 easy
airay with Top Value Stanlpy.
-

t,44-110t

vt

PIFit SIZE CAN

„

roger Pumpki
qt.- 35c
4uAterr SALAD DRESSING .
1WIRACLE
Pie Cherries 2 303 cans
$1.49
INSTANT COFFEE ,..
i Pie Crust Mix 9 oz.Plig.
Lao:. k
•.. • • •
set Pickles 8 oz. Jar ;f3f
lb. 35c
Ifroger Eggs Doz. Lrg. 55c
419g
•:. •!...•

West Ky. Asphalt Paving

RED, SOUR FITTED

GOIDD

Crafts

qt. 53c

WHIP

COMPANY

8-oz. jar

King Size SPOTLIGHT

••

!ONIL

Corn Meal apr

I 't)

' i' '-.'

,:.

Shore'OYSTERS ,...•....iiia....:,435c

lb. 3ic Boneless
PERCH

'I 4

SUNFONOWER.

41 -1
toting

2
Kwick !Crisp Thick Slice
4
BACON

BUY NOW

Drive-Way
e • PAVING

Have you fried

AND INSPECTED

18-LBS.

SMOKED JOWLS
4*;
4 tt Liked

\I

•

PILLSBURY

Frosen

STRrAWBMRIES (•.• • •
9untry Club
/2-Gal. 69c
•1.3•1
CREAM

HaFetz

ver-KiSt
eaRAHAII CRAPK.F40
Aim Golden Glo

LARGE GRADE "A's U.S. GOV'T INSPECTED.

•

IIIABISCO SALTINES
CRAC

• •j

.,.;

••••

lb. 29c

.. lb. 37c

FLESH RICKED CAKE

OLD-TIXE FLAVOR in light, light combreatil
from white corn
This is the *onderful Mix made
by Sunflour. To
meal of highest quality and milled
of baking
blend
give feathery lightness, a special
salt to
enough
powder has been added, with just
season. It is so
carefully measured
and mixed that you
get extra light, extra
114(414
tasty cornbread
RECIPE
every time!
printed on the bog
Also

available plain

FREE
COUPONS

•

To 2 cups SUNFLOWER Core
Meal Mx odd le esps reel OM
or fresh buttermilk, 1 or 2 egp
Dearer slightfr, 2 utikspoons
meltedfat. Mix welt Rake is
hot:reared cornstfek or uniffbt
molds about 15 minutes at 425450.

ORIGINAL
ROGERS
SILVERHATE

BERRIES
FRESH

Grocery, Company,

B

JUMBO WARLESS
FOR THANKSGIVING
SAUCE or SALADS
IN CELLO BAGS

See Highway Pqtrpl
TA
RD
,
s,.
Wr
Fv
eRA
.- K
K
.
IC
R.
a7.
BRODE
g7kutid
.
starrin

tomic pow

LAYS
Murray Wholesale

Ii

giho 8

STORE HOURS: Mona•Most •Wecl, 14 e—abrik

Prime in We ad seed "rough Saturday, November 24.

Fresh
An estimated 1,200,000 Americans need some medical supervision for active or inactixe
tuberculosis. Your purchase of
Christmas Seals will help them
get it.
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BELKSETTLE CO.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SHOP EVERY DEPARTMENT FOR UNADVERTISED VALUES..COME PREPARED TO SAVE!

3c

SOLID COLOR -.a.. 12"z12"

WASH CLOTHS

BOY'S FIRST QUALITY'
10OL

Limit 5 To A Customer

-0

Denim Jean.s
Sixes 6 to 12
ZIPPER FLY

(1st Flo)

— Limited Quantity —
51 GAUGE 15 DENIER

FIRST QUALITY

p 00
NYLON HOSE 7l
59c awl
(let Floor)

(Basement)
First Quality Washable

CORDUROY

100 Hankerchiefs 1 00
10 FOR

Yard

ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK
ONLY 12 FULL SIZE CHENILLE'

WOMEN'S
FULL LENGTH

COATS
REGULAR

SALE PRICE

165°
195°
245°
295°
345°
3950
4500
coNirtNarrr
LAY-AWAY "PLAN 4950
USE OUR

SIZES AND COLORS FOR ALL!

I

13"
1580

ES 100
BLOUS
32-38
Sizes

(2nd Floor)

PANTIES 1 00
(2nd Floor)
5 PR. FOR

I

295

BOY'S COTTON

1.59... 2.for
ONE LOT BOY'S

SOCKS

196°
23"
276°
31"
36°
396°

(Basement)

Sizes 32-44
(2nd Floor)

S
GOWN
All Sizes

. WOMEN'S COTTON

(2nd Floor)

1

HATS
• Top Quality

WASH DRESSES

9

'HY

SHIRTS TO MATCH
(Basement)

ONE LOT SOFA

PILLOWS.' 100
Foch

50% Rayon •25% Wool•25% Cotton
5% WOOL PLAID

Double Blanket BLANKETS
66z80

949

• ACETATE BINDING
• LONG WEARING
• EXTRA WARM

95

_, 00
_3
PAIR

- 2:49 ea.

MEN'S DRESS

(2nd Floor)

36" SOLID COLOR

OUTING
100
FOR

—
(Sizes 3-6)

DRESS OXFORDS 300

SOCKS 100
5 pr.

35c 3 YDS.
27" OUTING ... 29c — 4/1.00

(Basement)
MEN'S 10-oz. DENIM

(Basement)

PAIR

Out on tables for your easy shopping
BIG SAVINGS IF YOU HURRY

MEWS FLANNEL
Sizes S - M - L

SHIRTS

(Basement)

S
JEAN
Sizes 29-44

198

198

(Basement)
PLASTIC KITCHEN CIHAIR

SOLID COLORS
ONE RACK ODD LOTS

Children's Wear 100
• COATS
• SOILED
Broken Sizes
FIRST COME. FIRST SERVED

Bath Towel 1 00 Seat&Back
59c or 2 FOR
Complete Set
(1st Floor)

79c

(Basement)

„
Link)
PILLOWS 395 JACKETS 395
100% GERRILON

BOY'S QUILT

WASHABLE

72"z84" SOLID COLOR

100

WHILE THEY LAST!

• SUITS
• ROBES

;395

4 YDS. FOR

TS
K •PAN
WOR
to 110
26
Sties
Khaki ofiGrey

(Basement)

198

PRINTS

MEN'S COTTON TWILL

•
BOY'S ODD LOT

SLIPS
loo
with Shadow Panel

— Limited Quantity —

00
1
Socks
h
Stretc
pr.
2
59c ea.
80-sq. FIRST QUALITY

FlannelShirts300
GARBAGE PAIL

MEN'S NYLON

Sizes 6-16
(Basement)

(pasement)
_.

Wide Selection Colors
(2nd Floor)

95

FIRST COME - FIRST TO SAVE!
LIMITED QUANTITY
(Sitsement)

WITH LID

MEN'S FUR FELT
WOMEN'S ORLON SLIPOVER

SORSO

SPREADS 295

WOMEN'S COTTON FLANNEL

WOMEN'S RAYON
White or Colors

TERS
SWEA
All Sizes

ClothesClothes BASKET

GALVANIIID

WOMEN'S COTTON

WOMEN'S COTTON

LARGE SIZE WICKER

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL!
Two Tablet Plipl High

NOW
OPEN

NOTIONS
• COMBS • NEEDLES
• ELASTIC
• THIMBLES
• SCOURING PADS
• PLASTIC CAKE SERVER
• Plus Hundreds of Other Items!
(Basement)

ea

Bring The Kiddies In - See Our Big Selection
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY - AWAY PLAN

DOORS OPEN 8 A.M. FRIDAY MORNING - BE EARLY AND BE SURE!
a

•:•41.•*•

-..••••••••••••••
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in Calloway County or city of
ligtgray. Sptenthd bush,NNW-1 Wiku•
S NEW IN
ed in this district for 3 years.
Exceptional opportunity fur right
man. See or write Ola Lee DerASHINGTON
Symsonia, Ky., or write
DIPLJtyr - 1090-201,
Sy HASMAN W. NICHOLS
1TP
Treep ,rt,
United Preis Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON UP - What's
Bug. Opportunities I new in Washington:
Leonard Hall, the NIPPY chairman of the Republican National
MAKE EXTRA CASH, spare
Committer, Played host for the
time, booking orders for ScotchGOP bigwigs at the Sheraton
lite name plate. Signs that shine
Park Hotel Convention headquarat night for rural mail boxes,
ters election night. The decorahouee numbers, door plates. Fee
tions included a personal touchSallie Outfit, Illuminated Sign a
Collection of elephants he and
Co., 2942 1st Ave. S., Minneahis wife have gathered across the
NI5C
polis, Minn.
years. Some ivory some plaster,
and others of crystal and precLOST & FOUND , ious metals.

f

1956
MIMI/

•

hard surface street with sewerage. Near Murray State College.
$1250.00. Tucker Realty Co., 502
Maple St., Murray, Ky. Phone
A BEAUTIFUL modern 3 bedN17C
463.
room brick, nice garage. Located
on a large lot, near the college.
l building
$11,000.00 Small down payment. A LARGE commercia
large lot. Immediate
Fucker Realty Co., 502 Maple St., located on a
NI7C possession $5500. Tucker Realty
Murray, Ky. Phone 483.
Co., 502 Maple St., Mufray, Ky.
N17e
Phone 483.
AlUILDING LOT 100 feet wide
9.
size
suit
a
and
10
size
165 feet deep, nice shade trees COAT
N17C
4 with East frontage. Located on Call 1497.

FOR SALE'.
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Answer to Y
CROSSWORD PUZZLE !,r1E1 Mani
34- Mans name
21-i &rig* na,
3.1-i:reek letter

. ACROSS
1-Likely
4-N liisilliCe•
Nint.'s
knome
seat-Hatay hill
3-Arabia ipoet.)
14-Japanese
money of
account
15-19werlastIns
17-Hacks of necks
19-Post
261,-A tkilt lona I
31-Having three
dim eo Mons
23-Fruit till

4u-151aw out
48-Organ of eight
.49-Title of owsituct
50- Memotatirla

• 4-1 iieorder
I'ert•Ining te
Au eta
'
Sol lairs,
chloride
rent(.15

DOWN
1-Dc,ourad
2=- Vessel

Ilaturo

10

3-Vibrate
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re-Mound

9
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a.
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ALIAadi.t
UMMM OUUOM
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AigDU
=LAM riA4 300
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9,3-West Point
student
34 - At this place
lb-Small tree
31 - I images
33-its.1 uf love
39- Cripple
40- Biblical name
42-Large
emitalner•
45-Doyen/go

27-Semi - precious
stone
ag- A stat• tabbr )

Puzzle

name
9-Tremulous ,
In--Insect
11-Abstract being
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element
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33-Cover with wax
34-Filament
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DUO-THERM oil heater, blower, p.m., 5 days per week. Phone
NHIC
excellent condition, Speed Queen 1929 after 5.30 p. m.
washer, gas stove, natural or
.11•••
N17P
propane. Phone 2086-3.

[_NOTICE

HOME BAKED corn light bread.
50c per loaf delivered in Murray
and North highway. Orders taken
until Friday noon. Phone 550-R4.
1TP

LIJZLER'S fine cosmetics and
perfumes. Ladies and men's gift
selections. The most personalized
of all beauty service.... Look your
guest. Mrs.
It NICE 5 ROOM house and two best, be Luzier's
Grove,
acres. Water in the house, good Cloys Butterworth, Lynn
N18P LOST: Bird dog, white pointer
out-buildings. On highway about Kentucky.
6 miles out. Near school and PROTECT YOUR HOME winter with lemon ticks. Left Tuesday
morning dragging 8 (hot chain.
grocery. Bargain.
and summer with Alhom Alumto "Pinky." Phone 1434
NICE NEW 3 bedroom brick. inum Triple - Track combination Ansners
N16C
Completely storm-screen windows and doors. site* 3:30 p.m.
attached.
Garage
D1C
modern. Near college.
Bucy Building Supplies.
Kentucky, one TB patient
A GOOD 2 bedroom home with
Sewing machine repre- out of seven is hospitalized.
Singer
elecextra lot, hardwood floors,
sentative in Murrey. Fur salts With a TB bed capacity of 1,600,
tric heat, garage attached. Near
ser.ice, repair coatsct Leon hail, there are more than 10,000 nonnew elementary school. G. I. loan
TFC hospitalized tuberculosis persons
1617 Farmer Ph. t.62?-M
t rahsferable.
in Kentucky. B u y Christmas
40 ACRES about 6 miles out pn FLOWERS for all occasioni. Seal..
I t
hard surface, with well stuck- Murray Nursery & Florist, 800
D16C
364-J.
phone
St.,
barn and tobacco barn at a bar- Olive
gain.
THIS SPINET PIANO, fully
150 .ACRE dairy farm, godd
guaranteed. will be teartsferred '
improvements including Grade
locally to responsible party for,
A barn. A bargain at only 0040.
balance on small payments. Write
•40.11
Galloway Insurance a n d Real Credit Mgr., Joplin Piano Co.,
Nf6C
&tete, Agency. Phone 1062, hone Bog_ 734, Paducah, Ky.
•
151-M.
ONLY ONE Garage Door bears
PIANOS, new Spinets, rtelsO-Tod- this famous trade mark "Overtioned uprights. Sell:lure • While head Door". See at eiucy BuildD IC
Pianos, 403 Chestnut St., Muir- ing Supplies.
.N26Pray, Ky.
o w
'S
n
CLEANER
L
PASCHAL
PHEASANTS, dressed or on foot. ,..sen tor business. Been closed
to illness. Free pick-up and
Alive 82.00 each, dressed $1.25
pound. Call 891-R. C. B. Craw- delivery service. Call 87. 1•117C
•
N16P
ford, 1610 Main.
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ENGLISH POINTER, male, 31
years, white and lemon, tops in
every way, or liver and white 2 ROOM furnished apartment for
2 years, good. Guaran- rent. Hot and cold water, private
/
female, 21
teed. Greene.Wilson, Phone 1281. entrance. Phone 1279-J.
N17P

.

Each

0

3 ROOM downstairs furnished
aplitment. Heat* and hot water
furnished. Call 1625 nights, 386-3
NOP
(-zaps.
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes
available good Rawleigh business
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have air-conditic:Ting, electric heat, beauty. KeSt .
mattresses, private dining rooms for special banquets
and parties.

We

FINE FOOD
• OLD TIME BAR-B-QUE

• HUSH PUPPIES.
• FRIED CHICKEN

St414141 Presidept Gittal
br491d7
,
.
,Itikikol
1311,SATOPNIt,
4
through prestalmnai palace In
Wax to cabinet
.
Cam.
to Animal entry of
m
police force Into Egypt.
the
(international)
Rapophoto.

uicom ó

;air_ It

• BAR-B-QUE RIBS

• SEA FOODS

U.S. HighwaY 68, 11 Miles teat of Sentiicity Lake,
Five Miles West of Ce4lial 1:402i.kJ

Phone Cadiz La 2-8.324
by Ernie Butilimiller

NANCY

HER HANDS
AND FEET

THE KEEPER QF
THIS ZOO IS A
VERY KIND MAN

aET

COLD

VSAKAivi Avian.

ABBIE an' SLATS
NOT 100 MUCHtttl SURE OF

•
HOW MUCW DO YOU FIGURE
THAT, SLATS.
THESE DOCS CHARGE FOR MAKING
NEY-DOES THAT
YOUR FACE LIKE IT USED TO BE, .
N NOU'RE GOCHARLIE?

--AND, UNLESS Ii A REFUGEE
FROM A 8008Y HATCH-YOU GOT A
LOT 0'OTHIIR FRIENDS WHO'LL.
SLUG YOU IF YOU DON'T GIVE
THEM A CHANCE T'PITC-N

YOU KIDDING'? SINCE WHEN DOES A
PAL SAY NO 10 A PAL-ESPECIALLY
WHEN PIS WHOLE LIFE'S RIDING ON
YOUR
THE THROW. YOU CAN
LIAST MACKEREL
I'M HELPING AND--
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Mr.and Mrs.L. A.Ross

3 ROOM APT. Hot and cold
water, 414 N. 5th St. Call 2055.f.
N16P

He put the receiver
fle ilvas a man of forty-two In antiques.
6YNOefil8
•• t'g •
-ex
For a policeman, unusually down..
("mason Doter. a wel110-80' niqs"I'll let you know," be said.
intrigued by "
fat and
and
short
being
shaped.
b4tY
"'(k."1""°'
4 ILockyer,
a stolid banker. getting
"Come in on your way home
.
drunk before dinner al their club. piggy-eyed
?" he grunted. Carrsol- and have a drink at my flat,"
curiosity compele Min to
.'Veil
Casson
lInd out why the reirmally lightCasson suggested. I've come by
sat down.
drinking Lockyer as art mg in our h
an early Colette novel which you
"I need your het."
• manlier. Lot to er tells Caason he
can borrow."
had Deco tdackrnalled by an oidinary
-Naturally."
looking little man gamed Begot who
"Right, boy," said Strutt, grinCasson sighed to himself. Strutt
thi .511 v414.51 to ruin his reputation
was French litBegot promises not to hother him was in a temper and when that ning. His hobby
Mount
"Six sharp.
sigma. Loder teils Cass,d1 he will happened he took tune to placate erature.
aris
md testify a'telnst Begot if he
thing distinguishes the -Lime and lager beer. In the end Street."
'
rested. One
• • •
ans.undlcant Begot He paused to ad- he always helped. He liked Caswire • plc. e of Homan ts ulpture in
Casson strolled down to Cane's
house. Cass In thinks this son.
Lortryer
he
ban.
interest may
"1 am hunting a blackmailer," for lunch. In the anteroom
the
said Casson. Strutt reached for met Nigel Willington, and
sight of the gaunt, cadaverous
'ClIAI4ER 4
a v.-raing-pad.
to
"What's his name?" His voice figure gave a practical twist
THE next morning he welked was
his ideas.
uninterested.
1 leisurely down Lle...eley
went
and
He ordered a sherry
"Begot." Strutt made no mo&mate, along Bruton Street and
him. over to Willington. Nigel was
Lund Street to his of ice. Two tion to write. Casson setUed
ble arm- Managing Director of Willington
Georgian windows framed the self into the uncomforta
will already have and Company, Antique Dealers,
you
-As
chair.
writwas
which
over
Loor.
front
brilliant and beauti- of Sackville Street, London.
ten in unobtrusive grid letters guessed, my
"Do you sell much Roman
is not his
Mcintott, Heywood, cold Partite+, ful policeman. Begot
stuff ?" Casson asked. "Busts and
Remnant+ oi :Vine mu/ Liqueurs. real name. It is an alias.
"Now before L urffold to you so on? First century B.C. or
It loc:ted mule like a private
little story, I must A.D.?"
house - than the offices of a well- this unpleasant
"No. Why?"
it's off the record.
known firm of wine merchants. warn you that
"I've become Interested in that
not want Begot
Tippett, the head clerk, in his The victim does
evidence periocL" Nigel gazed at him with
give
not
encl.:will
found
behind
standing
was
froca-coat,
bird 11 he is found. But I a sad eye.
the counter when Casson entered. against
"You are no more interested In
him because I dislike
and
to
wish
sir."
morning,
"Good
Roman sculpture than you are
"Good morning, Mr. Tippett," such people."
He told Strutt the whole story, in the geological formation of
Casson replied, passing thiough
name. When England. You are, I suppose,
Into his own office. He always ad- Including Lockyer's
he had brushed giving Lockyer's chasing some harassed malefec•
dressed Tippett as "Mr."
tor?"
he added;
Casson settled down to his description of Begot,
-Now, as you will agree, that _Casson agreed readily and addletters. At eleven tie went and
e is one ed: "I'd be grateful if you'd get
stood by the window., idly con- particular appearanc
blackmail. one of your assistants to check
for
only
he
uses
which
passed
who
piople
templating the
appearance will be any catalogues you've got of
ordinary
His
his
counting
wak
He
outside.
by
But it will not be very forthcoming sales and see if there
good fortune. He was thirty-sev- different.
So what does he do to is anthing - busts or figures
en, almost thirty-eight, but still different.
imselt? He makes his likely to be of an early date; and
a young man. He was fit, inter- nisguisell
by dye but by then let me knew. Do you keep
ested, and sufficiently well-off. hair darker, not
in the middle any record of who bought things
He was a bachelor and his own hair oil. He parts it
the victim would at sales v.thich your men attendmaster: his own master too in -a thing Which
He wears ed?"
business since he had inherited automatically notice.
-Sometimes. If it's an article
Undo these
the firm trom his father, extend- heavy spectacles.
that Interests us."
real
the
have
you
and
things
customs.
its
and
ing both its list
"Could you let me knew the
about forty-five,
He appreciated beautiful things. Begot, a man of
on the mune of anyone who has bought
parted
hair
mousy
with
pleawith
glance
to
He turned
wearing light- such stuff-not merely bustssure at the wall over the fire- 'side, and probably
spectacles. He will be during the past two years? The
place where there hung a land- rimmed
nett in his habits, has clean, un- purchase must be fairly sprat]:
scape by Theodore Rousseau.
and is five foot ten small enough to go into a thical
The keystone tell into place. spoilt hands,
height. Find that one if you 'parlour.'"
The Roman bust settled perfectly In
+it will take a day or two,"
into the mental arch. Bagot was
said Nigel. "We're jammed up
equably.
replied
Strutt
"Easy,"
man
a
his own master. He was
seven thousand of with our scheme for this year's
without family, without relation- -There are
End of London Antique Dealers' Fsle dui I'll
West
the
in
them
beautiful
desired
ships. He only
send you the catalogues and get
day."
every
blackhe
them,
get
things. To
Casson told him the a man to check on the back sales
"Listen."
mailed.
before him the as fast as possible. I'll ring you
Casson took his gloves and rest, displayed
which his mind had latsr this week."
went out. It Bagot had black- personality
Casson lunched alone and went
for Begot,•described the
, mailed once, he might have black. created
Intrigued
place of the bust in the arch of back to his office.
I mailed before.
though he was with the quest tor
framed
which
invention
mental
to
He walked up Savile Row
Begot, he deliberately preVented
r.
the West End Central Police Sta- the blackmaile
himself thinking of it since he
think
I
wrong.
"I
you're
think
unithe
while
tion. Casson i.vaitel
I felt that Strutt was about to disthis
about
too
clever
being
you're
entrance
the
in
formed constable
appoint him When he arived at
hall took his .name arid rang art business."
for the tele- six that evening the Snpecintenreached
Strutt
was
He
C.I.D.
the
to
through
dent woud probably hand ium a
shown upstairs and into a main I phone.
of the real Beget,
"Yard, please. Criminal Record full record
office.
the two would know precisely who he was
Superintendent Strutt. George Office." He gave them
and Cas- and exactly where to and him.
Barnard Strutt of "C" Division, desertgaiDnit of Begot
study,
characterimaginary
son's
1111
sat behind a des .pushing a paStrutt comes up with • surthe incident of the
per-clip round the surface of his leaving out
prise in the bank of Casson vs.
the
that
sayine
nierely
and
bust
end
blotting-pad with the chewed
%vantusl man 1.1,6 lit Is: interested tiugut In Chapter 5, tomorrow.
uf a pencil.
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We take this opportunity to thank all our old customers for the patrobage they gave us in years past and
earnestly invite them and our many friends to visit Us
at our new location.

FURNISHED Basement rooms,
private entrance and bath, 293
Woodlawn, also one room at 300
N15P
Woodlawn. Phone 1057.

MOIL
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'CT
, 44 • to
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• COUNTRY HAM

NICE 5 ROOM FARM home
located on good road. If interested call 1186 days or 2199 nights.
BABY SITTER from 800 to 5:30 .
N17P

of the book's publisher. Docid. Mead k Co.
C1915 by William Mole. Renrimed
Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
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• STEAKS

HELP WANTED

by permission

•

To•ourfotmer Customers and
Many Friends

I CATFISH

_J

reading a commercial election
night. He was intertupted with
the news that Adlai E. Stevenson had pitched in the toweL
When Nat finally found himself
on the air again, he picked up In
the middle of the einnmerciaL
N.
Said he:
"I wish to apprise the radio
audience that Governor Stevenson conceded between the peppers and the provolone cheese
Contained In an -Eddie Leonard
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra 'original' submarine sandwich."
Taft Benson had his gear packed
and ready to take a trip around
During the election campaign,
the world when the international
crisis developed. He cancelled out Sen. Estes Kefauver the Demoat the last minute because of the cratic "veep" candidate, traveled
..ncertainties of transportation 65-thousand miles by air, train
and everything else but muleand 'he world situation.
Nat Wreght. an announcer on a l back. Traveling by plane was
Washington radio station, was tough,

After Secretary of State Dulles
underwent surgery at Walter
Reed Hospital, the first thing he
ashett-Wiven he came to was
"How did Princeton come out?"
The secretary was told that
Piinceion had licked Brown 21-7.
Dulles smiled, rolled over and
happily went back to sleep. Dulles, of course, is an old Princeton
grad.

NOTICE

oniViind

By WILLIAM MOLE
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—TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER
Charles H. Young. TVA Man- 'against saoh a flood, but sniull
ager of Chemical. Engineering, I scattered areas still are in piasaid today he believes that am- vale ownarshtp.
"It is necessara- that th
monium phavhate-nitrate fertibe sclints's are ready for large-scale Privately ow ned.-111:Sila.
ats:Auction in the United States quired in order to assure
and that "considerable techn.cal full use of the flood, ski
information regarding processes capacity can be miide with
TVA has developed" is available damage to pro ate proper
to industry. These fertilizers. he TVA said.
Landowners will not
said, are high in plant-food
quireci to surrender' compaae
content.
-We believe we have 'enough poasession of their properses
technical information concerning sold to TVA until Decemtser
equipment and processes to guide . 31. 195R. Landowners who enter
others in starting producoon."1Into contracts for sale of their
w ill be permitted to
Mr. Young said. "Several ter- !.propersies
ttlizer companies have stone ex- rentoe all buildings, fences. and
pernnental work on ammsnarn other improvements prior to that
phosphate-nitrates but, so tar as date.
George Baker. Chief of TVA's
we know there is no actual
production in the country. We Land Branch, said that the endo not know whether any com- tire purchase--program will inpanies now are planning such volve only about 6'70 acres, dlproduction. One Canadian corn- v ided into about 300 arcels.
litany has been shipping a 27-14-0
duct (27 per cent nitrogen.
im 14 per cent phasphatei into Most
OR country.
• 'Because ammonium phasd fctm Page One)
.^
(Contnue
pfiate can be made from numermaraw
had
'Ms readily available
of 1mile-up garnet* we always
terials and by a variety
Hughes.
Paris." Hilton
W(1
se
becau
and
sses,
proce
ef- "Like to see the turkey game
ducts are concentrated and
/ again, people of Muray a n d
believe
e
w
fective fertihzers,
Paris have always had friendly
'prithere are opportunities for
selations and should maintain
tate 'firms in the production
them: But now we have no place
of such fertilizers. This is parthave lost contact with
ctilarly true since we have 'found to go and
Paris."
It practical to make antrannibm aid friends In
O. B. Boone Sr., "Its n o t
phosphate-nitrates in the. conball
without a
tfnuous ammonsator, which TVA Thanksgiving
developed. and which fs becoming annei plenty of time for dinner.
standard equipment in mans. fer- the biggest crowds of the year
tn.-Area forward to this, game."
tllizer plants."
R V. Foy. "It gives you a place
An _estimated 745,900 •int5 to ro.t•
r
Jim Johnson snorts announce
were made to TVA dams arta
see
the
like to
steam plants in October. TVA
said tortay. Foatana Darn led -"eine renewed. although it would
as an attra-i-m with 122.0us ‘ie more work for me; 0 n 1
Chickamauga Liam was secun.. drawback I see might be bad
laith 114,500: Norris Darn was "."her"."her or froien around."
third with 99.000.
Robert Young. "One game
Others: Kentucky Dam 81.000. osed to (vont on seeing." Sue
Watts
'-ouSoun Dam 44.000:
F
Bar Dam 40.300; Pickwick Dam '"s' "I think the ;same is 'for.
32.500. 'he heat interest of the t w ol
13,ti0so sosnotisville Dam
schools." George Weaks, "I would
Cherokee Dain 32,000: Dougia,
like to see a Thanksgiving series
Dam , 31,400: Boone Dam 20,800;
licit- with either Paris or Mayfiehl"
19,100:
Dam
Holston
South
(Mayfield. plays Paducah this
son Dam 16,700: Fort Patrick
late.
a
Wataug
14,900:
Dam
Henry
oi
Stea
lthers who expresed favor in
Kingston
9.600:
Dam
Plant goal; Hales Bar Dam I reviving the game as soon as1
I
ti,adil; Wheeler Dam 3.700. John twawible inelude. Robert Lee,
Sevier Steam Plant 3,500; Galls- Jimmy -Rose, Joe Pat Futrell.
tin Steam Plant 2.300: Widows ')avid Buchanan. Ken Wallaee.
Lamokins, Johnny MeCreek Steam Plant 1,400; ShawColbert %viral. Harold Moss. L. I). Parknet Steam Plant 1.300;
Weatherly. Ray RobSteam Plant 800: Iliafassee Dan" , er. Harold
on
neat, snhb weatberiy. v
500. Number of visits to Hiwassee Dom WaS eut sharOY 1rI chew. Lem Stubblefield. Hinda
"vared. Luev aut. Everett flames.
October, ineitag tOc°11structi
Long,
_ uissemen.
work or secoas road to dam.' Jone
Sadie
at
the „d Joe Biggs.
lrisiting.Wat_di-:i-nt:atie3
Johnsonville Steam Plant dsring
did not meet
two schools
Theyear.
but play
4the month ovidig io
ed a night
game in October following tie
last turkey day meeting.
TVA said today it will acquire
land in the Norris reservoir
BE POPULAR
basin that lies below the 1044 HOW NOT TO
TORRANCE. Calif 114 — Irked
contour. This land. TVA said,
is required has,. Boost.- control by the laziness of two 13-year
as it is within the 'area that old boys who hitched a ride
could be alfec.ed by the maxi- for only a block and a half,
mum probable flood. Most of the a motorist decided to take his
land origleially--ssorchased in the revenge. He dropped the boys
Norris area is F..._:r.ciently high off at a bus stop — 15 Miles
protection from home.
in eles a Lion to per

Tender Beef
Place Your Order For
A Side or Quarter of
Young Tender Beef
for your Deep Freeze
now at a
Special Low Price!

MP TURKEYS
,.„,NKSG/IVING

y
r
'
•

FnP csivPsoorc

uIlIU

Give Us Your Order Now!
FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING POULTRY - TURKEYS
- DUCKS - GEESE - CAPONS and FRYERS

PICNIC HAMS

V

BAGWEI I 6.0..
Jelly

SMOKED SHORT SHANK

.--As
Smaked E,

4t"Lb A‘g

10C

29

SUG AR CURED

191

CHOICE 'AT. Bakers or Stewing

•

Tomato Ketchup

Kitchen Charm
PAVER

19c

LEAN ,MEATY

PORK RIOS
TAMALES

LE.ge

festive*
aforholid
ay

21/2 can

39:1
29c

PARAMOUNT

19c
CHILI with BEANS
E
4E
ant
T
BRI
FFE
Inst
aCO
nst
c
al9
abb
ons
Oni
Yellow
59,
Qt
OIL
WESSON
COFFEE
SPAGHETTI 3for 25c 1-1b. can 79c
3,29, FOOD 3cans 19c
DOG
SUPER
NICE
BLUE RIBBON
...---------:-....N
LA-CHOY
SUDS
Chinese Food
\.<-IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
TISSUE
JUICY
cwIw
5gc BREASTUCHIM"
3
5
, 32' APPLES
ie.. 58c
35c

1ZZI 32c

e 1
el
Rret

IC

16 OZ. CAN

et=t, 15c s= 114c

a
PALMOLIVE
Reg. 4 for 29c
3for 39c
Ofth
A. D. Detergent
35c

Large 6-oz.

$1.19

VEL
Large

LOVING CUP

VEVCO - In Tomato Sauce with Cheese

15-oz. can

Regular or Drip

DOGGIE DINNER

Chicken 16-oz.
Chop Suey
Beef Chop Suey

UNCLE BENS
CONVERTED

RICE
14-oz. 18C

A MAJOR SEGMENT of Great Britain's 1956 Olympic team board a
pla..e in SLri Francisco for Melbourne, Australia. Included In the
group were 72 athletes and offlcials. At bottom, Mrs. Pat McCormick,
is
26, diving champion, and her husband. Glenn McCormick, who
coach of the U. S. Olympic Women's Diving Team, bid goodbye to
their eight-month -old son, Timothy, before leaving Los Angeles for
er 224
.
1111ak!a...ca22loyeri
.
_..
.
Australia. The Olympics will open at11

•
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People...

'rAr

THURSDAY — NOVEMBER

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAy .KENTITICY
•••••••••••

Large

4 ROLLS

Cooking or Eating

TUNAPAcic

Ar

AJAX
I‘

w- LIQUID N -NON-FATTENING

INSTANT SW ,ETE ER
Nj
Rib'
75c

eel

FINESr
.-zz--:

-ihi

GRAPES

FANCY EMPEROR

5c
146-oz.Oa

141111111161111111111

JUICE rPilf
25'
RIVOKIST CRACKERS 26c
2 For

ild
ei
F

11_, /4941./Wrga
*

'111

Ei-oz- 21C

PARKE
• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

• Friendly Courteous Service

,

•

Food
Market
• Phone 1061

•••

